
Part 1 - about you

Lead organisation

Your name (optional)

Publicly available contact details (optional)

Other partners (optional)

Part 2 - about your project

Project name

Project description in a nutshell (this is the same as what you have entered into Consul)
[1000 characters max]



1.Technical feasibility
What is your overall approach going to be for getting the skills and expertise you need, and deploying these towards
the restoration of river woodlands?

[200 words max]

2.Commercial potential
Have you started thinking about the benefits your project will deliver and who the potential beneficiaries would be?
We would be interested to hear about any early thinking you’ve done about the benefits (such as natural flood
management) and which of these could have a monetary value to any of the beneficiaries. This is the starting point
for building a business model.

[200 words max]

3.Engagement with community
What kind of engagement or plans to engage do you have with communities that will benefit or be affected by your
project?

[200 words max]

4.Partnership potential
What kind of organisations are you planning to team up with to get your project underway?

[200 words max]



5.Level of public and environmental benefit
To what extent is your project going to be about creating wider public or environmental benefit?

[200 words max]

6. Right intervention in the right place
What steps are you planning to take to make sure your intervention is ecologically suitable for the location?

[200 words max]

7. Additionality to statutory responsibilities
To what extent is this initiative going to deliver beyond what you would be expected to be delivering anyway? (For
public agencies)

[200 words max]

Part 3 - uploading this form to CONSUL

1.Save your form in PDF
2.Label your form <project name - date>
3.Upload your labelled PDF to CONSUL platform
4.Check the platform regularly for questions people may have about your project proposal
5.Keep an eye out for updates from us along the way

Need help?
Contact riverwoodspioneers@demsoc.org

mailto:riverwoodspioneers@demsoc.org

	Project description: Perthshire Nature Connections Partnership (PNCP) is a long-term, nature-based vision to create a connection across Highland Perthshire between the Cairngorms and the Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Parks. It works with a range of organisations across community, environment and land management (website for details).PNCP promotes integrated, large-scale ecological restoration of a sustainable and resilient landscape that provides environmental, socio-economic and health and wellbeing benefits to communities and land-managers.PERTHSHIRE NATURE CONNECTION PARTNERSHIP – UPPER TAY CATCHMENT COMMUNITIESPNCP knows where our area can deliver vitally important landscape changes, supporting biodiversity and addressing climate change. Landscape change will put Natural Capital ‘in the bank’ for us all – we have been overdrawn for too long. UPPER TAY CATCHMENT COMMUNITIES was an established working title for us prior to Riverwoods.Our transition to a nature-based landscape needs supporting. Our area includes sparsely populated and remote areas, and significant but seasonal tourist activity. And nature across the area faces a worrying future.Our local communities can be as nature-based as can any area’s communities – they are adaptable and innovative; but they must not be left behind. The landscape is not ‘urban’ or ‘rural’ capital – it is natural capital for everyone.PNCP's published programme (Apr 2022) is a good framework, and the time has arrived for landscape-scale change on the ground.Riverwoods - UPPER TAY CATCHMENT COMMUNITIES  will unlock opportunities for innovation in nature-finance, providing specialist support to help us to deliver change faster and further. PNCP will enable change-projects to deliver, however best we can.  We are always seeking new partners – businesses, communities and land-managers.
	Commercial potential: We already have an interested corporate partner seeking to invest substantially in Biodiversity Net Gain, and is in discussion with us ref Riverwoods. We also have an existing desk study complete on a flood-prone catchment including the potential there for NFM. Two other farmer collectives are working already with us in considering nature restoration – both have good riparian potential – and recently we have identified a third such farmer group to approach. Land-manager groups allow interesting connections to be made between restoration projects and the buyers and suppliers of ecosystem services. In all cases, there is good potential to build in community outcomes alongside the metrics and the accounting of the financial players. Communities can only meaningfully engage if they are deliberately involved. A productive community-business interface is a key task for our success and requires to be led by potential funders and land-managers. Community engagement is dependent on the success of this part of the project, in integrating community and commercial interests.
	Engagement with community: We have already discussed our PNCP report with a number of communities and been enthusiastically received, allowing us to share our story for landscape restoration in more local detail, including the significance of riparian actions, and the potential of an Upper Tay Catchment Communities project. We will continue to resource work on Upper Tay Catchment Communities regardless of success of our Riverwoods bid. Communities’ credibility as land-managers is not what needs developed; that would be unrealistic. But their increased role in commissioning the ecological and social outcomes from land-managers can surely be developed and empowered at local level. Landscape restoration engagement for local communities is a key theme of our approach.
	Partnership potential: Without landowner engagement, no practical action on the ground will result, and Upper Tay Catchment Communities partners will remain without a focus. PNCP has existing contact points with Scottish Land & Estates and with NFUS, and with the area’s major public landowners P&K Council and Scottish Forestry – but ultimately, local farmer or estate manager interest is more critical than organisational or agency support. Our current experience is that these land-managers need to balance their business knowledge against their ecological sympathies, and we see Riverwoods as a way to extend that business knowledge by highlighting innovative routes to financing their land-management options. We have chosen a large potential area of operation (highland Perthshire) which is both a blessing (we can consider work across a large range of land-managers and communities) and a challenge (we are not closely associated with any particular local area). However many of the partner organisations of PNCP, including Perth& Kinross Countryside Trust, have extensive track-records and current activity in delivering on the ground in specific communities, working with local groups, land managers and funders.
	Technical feasibility: PNCP has established connections to local community, land management and investor organisations, all of whom contain considerable skills and expertise in their sector. Riverwoods funds are the catalyst to bring these together for Upper Tay Catchment Communities, to deploy on practical restoration work, by sourcing and developing new skills and expertise on financial innovation for nature-restoration. Riverwoods support exists explicitly to develop metrics, an accounting system, governance and risk-management to support community-focussed ecological restoration. The Riverwoods team can help us to commission support in addressing these issues with investors and with land-managers. An essential part of our approach is a landscape finance innovation hub, animated by local funders, land-managers and Riverwoods specialists.
	Project name: Upper Tay Catchment Communities
	Other partners: PKCT leads the Perthshire Nature Connections Partnership, which has a wide range of partners - details via website https://www.pkct.org/Pages/Category/perthshire-nature-connections-partnership
	Lead organisation: Perth & Kinross Countryside Trust
	Your name: David Tollick
	Publicly available contact details: david.tollick@pkct.org
	Level of benefit: Partnership actions within our Riverwoods - Upper Tay Catchment Communities proposal will primarily focus on developing innovations to support/create community-led outcomes, perhaps including :-• Carbon sequestration• Water chemistry, sediment, temperatures, flooding • Space for nature• Access to nature• Living among nature• Social enterprise from nature• Angling enhancements• Regenerative business models for production of food and/or timber and/or quarry speciesThere is also a need to envisage the wider outcomes expected from new ‘nature-based’ landscapes. Our Riverwoods action will include modelling rural development scenarios that would arise; from implementing restoration works on the ground, from the on-going care and maintenance of these places, or from savings/opportunities that arise from restored landscapes.
	Right intervention in the right place: The strength of PNCP is that contains such a broad range of eNGOs, including some community groups with strong environmental focus, which provides a good collective assurance of and discussion of the ecological credibility of proposals for Upper Tay Catchment Communities. We also have representatives from NatureScot, SEPA and Scottish Forestry.We use GIS systems to identify and locate known environmental features – most of which is usually also public information, online – and we can create new GIS information for new proposals, which is a useful visual aid in communicating across various partners.
	Additionality to statutory responsibilities: we are not a public agency


